UK Specifiers’ Guide to Car Lifts with Driver on Board
There are two types of car lift supplied by Wöhr: ‘Platform’ and ‘Platform with cover/lid’.
Please refer to individual datasheets for full details.

Lift Model

Platform Lifts

Platform Lifts with Cover/Lid ‘pop up’ type

V07 and V08

MOB and MOB2

Usually for indoor installations, with a constructed enclosure at
the entrance level.

Generally for outdoor installations in driveways or courtyards,
where the cover/lid can be covered with materials to blend in
with its surroundings.

Different weight capacities and platform lengths

Different weight capacities, lengths and travel distances

V07 Lift

V08 Lift

MOB2 Lift

MOB Lift

(Standard weight and length)

(Increased weight and length)

(Standard weight and length,
but high travel)

(Increased weight and length,
but low travel)

Maximum
weight capacity

2700kg

3200kg

2700kg

3500kg

Maximum
travel distance

11.90m

11.90m

11.90m

5.0m

5.60m

6.50m

2.70m

2.80m

Maximum
platform length

6.50m
5.60m

Maximum
platform width

2.70m

2.80m

Please note the FF41/42 lifts mentioned in other parts of the web site were re-named in 2014 as MOB lifts.

Examples of Requirements and the Correct Lift to Choose

Example one
A lift is required to transport standard-sized cars to, for example, a basement garage area within a building. The lift is within the building. In this case you
could chose the V07 open platform lift as the weight capacity will be sufficient for normal cars and 4x4s.
An example of the use of a V07 lift is Tavern Lodge.

Example two
A lift is required as in example one above, but for very large cars such as Rolls Royce Phantom Extended wheelbase. In this case you could choose the V08
open platform lift as the larger weight capacity and length of platform will be suitable for these very large cars. An example site is Logan’s Place London.

Example three
A lift for standard sized cars, with a lift travel distance greater than 5m, is required either inside a garage or outside in a driveway or courtyard. When
closed/lowered the floor level is reinstated with the same surfacing materials, which means that the lift will be almost invisible. This lift can be driven over
when not in use. In this case you could choose the MOB2 lift with cover lid such as the Horton Street, Kensington project.

Example four
As example three but the lift has to be able to take very large cars such as Roll Royce Phantom Extended wheelbase. And has a maximum travel distance of
5m or less. You could choose the MOB lift such as used with the project Falcon House.

